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delete a selected row in a table view. When the user
presses the delete button in the action, it opens up

a modal view that asks for confirmation before
deleting. I can handle the deletion in my view

controller, but I also need the delete button to have
a "Done" label above it. The issue is that when I

remove the "Delete" button from my storyboard, the
"Done" label goes away too and now there is

nothing there to confirm the user's decision. I don't
want to remove it from my storyboard as I want to
be able to control how it looks. Does anybody know

how I can remove the delete button from my
storyboard so that I can use it as an action and still

have the "Done" label above it? A: Put the UI
element above the button in the storyboard. Your

view controller should still receive touch events for
your button. Make sure your button is connected to

an IBAction in your view controller. Then, in your
button's target action, which is the IBAction, you can

check the storyboard and show/hide the "done"
label by checking whether the table view is selected

or not. MyButton.addTarget(self, action:
#selector(MyController.buttonHandler(_:)),

for:.touchUpInside) func buttonHandler(_ sender:
UIButton!) { // Show the done label if the button's

sender is the select button. if sender == MyButton {
if (table 6d1f23a050
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